
MELT-IQTM Concept

The New MELT-IQTM system uses a proprietary embedded board with 24 bit precision ADC, powerful microchip

processor, HMI display, its own power supply and industrial housing (see Fig. 2) to read our unique micro-bead

Temp-SenseTM melt sensor that is placed into the distal end of the injection molding machines End Cap , Nozzle

cylinder or last to fill cavity. The thermal-mechanical energy that is imparted into the polymer during the molding

cycle is converted to work and measured in thermal units. Every mold-machine-polymer reveals a unique thermal

template (see Fig. 1) and the mathematical relationships of PVT allow us to calculate the mass displacement for each

shot. The speed of our processor is now capable of calculating an integral in milliseconds which allows us to learn the

amount of work necessary to “Fill” the mold, then used to “Control” the Velocity Pressure (VP) switch point during

the injection forward phase of the cycle. We have closed the loop between the mold and the machine by looking at

the polymer melt, using the laws of physics and our advanced proprietary math models to make perfect parts!

MELT-IQ TM Machine Control Module

The MELT-IQ TM system will operate in two

modes, Monitor or Control. The control mode

reads thermal energy at speeds never used

before on an injection molding machine and by

using our proprietary math models calculates

Thermal Mass Density to define the shot weight

for the first time. The MELT-IQ TM will be able to

calculate our Thermal Mass Density Integral

using our high speed ADC and powerful

microprocessor by using Temp-SenseTM Sensors

placed into the melt pool at the distal end of

the barrel or into the last to fill control cavity of

the mold. The program will offer versatility by

reading and calculating the “Fill” integral in < a millisecond. The speed of the processor will allow us to “Learn” what

work is applied to the polymer during the “Setup-Learning'' mode while statistically analyzing the data for future use

in setting up alarms and or to “Control” the (VP) transfer points. Additional Temp-SenseTM Sensors can be placed into

other Cavities, the Hopper and Water Manifold …up to 6 places to monitor the injection molding machines

ECOSystem.



Setup-Learning Mode for One Fill stage: Control

Md Plastics Incorporated endorses Scientific Molding Fill Principles where unique Fill Stages are used before final Pack

and Hold. A Fill Stage is assumed to mean a discrete Injection Velocity and Pressure adequate enough to support the

set velocity and fill the shot to 95-97%; either the IMM’s time or position can be used to define each fill stage. The

Melt-IQ math model provides for learning of One fill stage where the Work integral (F1) and Time to reach the integral

(F1T) is learned and statistically analyzed to be able to Control the VP switch point of the machine.

Upon reaching either F1 mean or F1T maximum, a Control relay is closed/opened and a mechanical toggle switch is

integrated into the design to execute the by-pass and turn complete control of the fill stage to the Melt-IQ.

Step 1.

Establish your unique process parameters using scientific molding principles and have quality control approve the part

quality.  On the Home page, press the Control Icon and move to the control page.

Set the number of cycles (n) (from 3-9) used to calculate the variables and press the “START F1 CALCULATION” icon.

Upon executing the START button, F1 and F1T are statistically analyzed.

Turn off the pack and hold so that only the first stage fill is used. Continue molding parts until the set number (n) is

learned and the “Green” control button is shown signifying that the Learning Mode is finished.

Step 2.

Switch the MELT-IQ™ module to “Control” mode and the

MELT-IQ™ embedded board will take over control of the

Molding Machine’s first stage fill process.

The MELT-IQ™ learned the fill behavior of the IMM by

reading the Thermal Mass Density during the fill stage and

used the mathematical mean established over (n) cycles to

define a discrete thermal integral number (F1) and (F1T)

time to create the integral. F1 is now the first number

used to control the switch point and F1T which is the

maximum learned time to fill is the default for the V-P

transfer point. The serial button on the Home page shows

which integer was used for the switch point.



Alarms

By Installing a Temp-SenseTM Melt Sensor and providing an 3-32V DC signal from the molding machine on “Injection

Forward” to our MELT-IQTM system, your Processing IQ can increase exponentially! Alarms are used to set limits on the

three variables that the MELT-IQ TM system measures and a fourth variable is used for setting an alarm on our control

integral F1 which is time T1. 1. Viscosity Rise Integral (Vr) 2. Maximum (Te) 3. Power Factor (Pf) 4. Thermal Mass

Density Time (T1)

Viscosity Rise Integral (Vr)

Viscosity rise Integral (Vr) is the slope from trigger to maximum Te which occurs over time and reflects displacement

from the cylinder to the mold. Thermal Mass Density displacement knowledge has been the missing link since the

inception of the reciprocating screw injection molding machine and why repeatable movements of the injection unit

do not necessarily lead to consistent molded part quality. Thermal Mass Density by definition defines the mass

density of the material that was displaced into the mold by integrating the thermal, kinetic and caloric values obtained

from the Temp-SenseTM Sensor.

By comparison, the existing controls on the injection machine reveal a start position and an end position and assume a

volumetric exchange during Injection. However because of a mechanical deficiency in the closing consistency of the

NRV as well as the practice of using decompression after plastification where the melt continues to flow from the

screw channel into the space in front of the screw that is at a lower pressure, the result is a different boundary

condition. Finally, whether the variations in the quantity of melt are caused by continuing polymer flow or by leakage

losses during the closing of the non-return valve, the effect is the same: During injection, the curve of specific

injection pressure is shifted and the different filling levels lead to different pressure values at the switchover point.

Another significant reason for process variations are changes in polymer viscosity that are mostly based on batch and

moisture variations as well as poor melt homogeneity derived from the plasticating screw.

Maximum Temperature (Te)

Maximum Te is the Maximum Temp-Sense TM output during the fill, and pack phase of the cycle. It is important to note

that Max Te can change over time but there is a point where a “Bad” part will be produced so this metric is important

to monitor.

Power Factor Integral (Pf)

Our Power Factor Integral (Pf) captures a large portion of the thermal energy exerted during the fill, pack, hold and

cooling portion of the cycle. We have designed our math model to be able to capture as much data as the thermal

cycle allows with an adjustable integrator based upon a percentage of the Maximum Te Value. Like the Viscosity Rise

Integral Vr, thermal data is captured and calculated to compare the actual mass displacement from one shot to the



other. The ability to calculate Both Vr and Pf thermal mass data will allow the technician to choose which data set is

more robust for the mold and application to determine upper-lower alarm settings while in the monitoring mode.

Melt Preparation-Screw Recovery

The sum total thermal-kinetic-caloric energy

used during screw recovery is displayed each

shot for review. Upon screw rotation, the

injection molding machine delivers the power

necessary to rotate the screw at the rpm

desired. The power necessary is a derivative of

the efficiency of the plasticating screw to

convey, melt and homogenize the plastic pellets

and the viscosity of the polymeric material.

Since the Sensor is placed downstream of the

plasticating screw, the Temp-SenseTM output

includes the melt pool, melted portion along the

flight channel and solids-melt interface that

provides solids pressure to the advancing melt.

The fixed geometry of the plasticating screw and

screw tip (NRV) as well as the operator controls

such as heater band settings, screw speed, back pressure and melt decompression determine the viscosity and level of

homogenization of the melt pool. Upon use of our equipment it will become apparent that the process is either

stable and consistent, able to work within the recommended temperature range of the material or “erratic” and

prone to produce bad parts. In addition viscosity shear rate tests can be performed using the specific material, shot

size and cycle time to determine the capacity of the injection unit to deliver a viscosity adequate for a robust process.

If the melt preparation phase of the process is inadequate then it will be necessary to look at a replacement screw

and perhaps screw tip that is more suited for the materials being processed.

Posi-MeltTM “XLA” Mixing Screw


